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FRAIKIN HELPS DELISERVE BRING HOME THE BACON WITH EXPANDED 

FLEET 

 

Fraikin has delivered five new trucks to Deliserve as part of a new five-year contract 

hire agreement. The deal represents new business for Fraikin, with the Newport-

based meat wholesaler changing vehicle supplier to facilitate a major expansion of 

its commercial fleet. 

 

The new deal includes the supply of two 12-tonne DAF LFs and two 15-tonne 

Mercedes-Benz Ategos, each a new addition to Deliserve’s 11-strong mixed fleet. 

The fifth truck is a smaller 7.5-tonne Atego which replaces an older vehicle.  

 

Fraikin’s customer-focused approach, combined with its comprehensive contract hire 

package – which includes FraikinView, the company’s powerful web portal and 

mobile app as standard – were cited as the key reasons for making the switch. 

 

Tom Coburn, Transport Manager at Deliserve, says: “The level of support we’ve 

received from Fraikin is fantastic. They know how important it is for a business like 

ours to have a modern, reliable fleet. Most of our vehicles are on the road every day, 

so we need them to be fully maintained and operational to maximise productivity.” 

 

Fraikin has taken responsibility for compliance, financing, maintenance and 

replacement of the vehicles on a collection and delivery basis, ensuring that the 

Deliserve fleet stays on the road in the event of any unplanned downtime.  

 

The inclusion of Fraikin’s powerful online tool, FraikinView, was instrumental in 

Deliserve’s decision to move fleet supplier. The system provides users with up-to- 

  



 
 

the-minute progress of breakdowns, reports defects online and lists all planned 

maintenance work, which helps to optimise fleet scheduling and management. The 

system also stores important vehicle documentation to aid fleet compliance. 

 

Coburn adds: “FraikinView is really shaking up the way we manage our fleet – it puts 

so much vital information at our fingertips. Simple things, like being able to see at a 

glance which vehicles require maintenance, mean we can schedule servicing in 

advance and plan our workloads accordingly.” 

 

Each new vehicle has been fitted with Solomon Commercials insulated bodywork, 

Dhollandia tail-lift and a Carrier Transicold Supra refrigeration system, ensuring 

maximum cold chain protection when transporting fresh and frozen products across 

the south-west of England and Wales. The new arrivals will each cover 

approximately 50,000 miles per annum and are based out of Deliserve’s 

headquarters in Newport. 

 

Established in 1993, Deliserve was formed primarily as a supplier of bacon and 

cooked meats but has now developed its range to include a wide choice of fresh 

meats, frozen products and dairy items. 
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Notes to editor:  
 
About Fraikin 
Fraikin Ltd is part of the Fraikin Group, the largest commercial vehicle fleet services 
company in Europe, providing expert fleet management, contract hire and rental solutions to 
both the private and public sector. The Fraikin Group, established in France in 1944 by 
Gérard Fraikin, has operations in 16 countries, with more than 2,800 employees, 7,000 
clients, 180 branches and a fleet of 60,000 vehicles. Its operations span Belgium, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, Netherlands, Russia, 
Saudi Arabia, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Poland and the UK. Since 2007 Fraikin has 
been owned by CVC Capital Partners, one of the world’s leading private equity and 
investment advisory firms. 
 
For further press information please contact: 

Gary Baker at Garnett Keeler PR on 020 8647 4467 or by email to 
gary.baker@garnettkeeler.com  
 
To access Fraikin’s online newsroom please visit www.gk.news/fraikin/ 
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